Physical Education

PHED 155 SCUBA DIVING (1) 13972 001 ROBBINS, T. R 0700PM 0840PM FSGYM POOL
Students must provide mask, snorkel, weight belt and IC. Contact the dive shop at 804-270-0700. Fee required. See fee table in front of book. Co-requisite: required see bulletin.

PHED 156 SCUBA DIVING (1) 13973 001 MCNIEL, J. R 0700PM 0840PM FSGYM Q318
Students must provide mask, snorkel, weight belt and IC. Contact the dive shop at 804-270-0700. Fee required. See fee table in front of book. Co-requisite: required see bulletin.

PHED 190 HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY OF PHYS ED (3) 13974 001 DAVIS, R TBA
Same as HLTH-190. Majors only.

PHED 200 STRENGTH TRAINING (1) 13976 001 GROVES, B MWF 0800AM 0950AM FSGYM Q169

PHED 201 ENDURANCE & FLEXIBILITY TRAINING (1) 13977 001 CUTHCELL, C TR 1200PM 0145PM FSGYM Q169

PHED 211 SOCCER (1) 13980 001 GETTY, R TR 0900AM 1045AM FSGYM Q169

PHED 212 TENNIS (1) 13981 001 STAFF MW 0900AM 0950AM FSGYM Q169

PHED 230 GYMNASTICS (1) 13982 001 STAFF T 0700PM 0840PM FSGYM Q038

PHED 233 TRACK & FIELD (1) 13983 001 POLLARD, M MW 1000AM 1050AM FSGYM Q169

PHED 235 SOCIAL RHYTHMICS (1) 13984 001 STAFF M 0700PM 0840PM FSGYM Q233

PHED 250 LIFEGUARD TRAINING (2) 13985 001 STAFF T 0700PM 0945PM FSGYM Q038

PHED 251 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION (2) 13986 001 STAFF O 0800AM 0945PM FSGYM Q120

PHED 310 EARLY PROFESSIONAL EXP: EX SCI (1) 13987 001 STONE, L W 0800AM 0850AM FSGYM Q310

PHED 310 EARLY PROFESSIONAL EXP: TC (1) 13987 001 STONE, L W 0800AM 0850AM FSGYM Q310

PHED 330 MOTOR BEHAVIOR (3) 13988 001 JONES, D TR 0200PM 0315PM FSGYM Q310

PHED 390 PHYS EDUC FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHER (3) 13989 001 DAVIS, R T 0400PM 0640PM FSGYM Q310

PHED 390 PHYS EDUC FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHER (3) 13990 001 DAVIS, R T 0400PM 0640PM FSGYM Q310

PHED 392 KINESIOLOGY (3) 13991 001 GAYL, R TR 1100AM 1215PM FSGYM Q310

PHED 397 METHODS IN HLTH & PHYS EDUCATION (3) 13993 001 SCHLITZ, J TR 0800AM 0915AM FSGYM Q310

PHED 398 CURRICULUM IN HLTH & PHYS EDUC (3) 13994 001 ELLIS, E SAME AS HLTH-398

PHED 400 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1) 13996 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 400 INDEPENDENT STUDY (2) 13996 002 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 400 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3) 13997 003 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 401 CLIN APP IN EX SCIENCE (3) 13998 001 JONES, D MWF 1000AM 1050AM FSGYM Q318

PHED 431 SEMINAR IN APPLIED FITNESS (3) 13999 001 GROVES, B MW 0200PM 0315PM FSGYM Q318

PHED 433 PSY-SOC ASP OF SPORT (3) 13999 001 GROVES, B TBA

PHED 485 DIRECTED STUDENT TEACHING I (6) 14001 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 486 DIRECTED STUDENT TEACHING II (6) 14002 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 487 SUPERVISED NONSCHOOL EXPER I (6) 14003 001 STAFF TBA

PHED 488 SUPERVISED NONSCHOOL EXPER II (6) 14004 001 STAFF TBA

PHED 492 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE (3) 14010 001 GAYL, R MWF 0900AM 0950AM FSGYM Q318

PHED 493 TESTS & MEAS IN HLTH & PHYS EDUC (3) 14012 001 GROVES, B SAME AS HLTH-933

PHED 494 TOPSEM: VAPORTEF CONFER (1) 16291 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 495 ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3) 14013 001 STAFF TBA

PHED 594 TOPICAL SEMINAR: PROF CONF HPE (1) 14014 001 GTTL, J TBA

PHED 602 DEV OF RES TEC IN HLTH/PED,REC (3) 15763 001 GAYL, R T 0700PM 0940PM FSGYM Q318

PHED 605 CRT ISSUES HEALTH ED (3) 15632 001 STAFF R

PHED 606 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF SPORTS (3) 15765 001 GAYL, R M 0700PM 0940PM FSGYM Q323

PHED 611 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS HUMAN MOTION (3) 15768 001 STAFF W 0700PM 0940PM FSGYM Q318

PHED 641 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1) 14021 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 642 INDEPENDENT STUDY (2) 14022 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 643 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3) 14023 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 655 INTERNSHIP WI (6) 14024 001 STAFF TBA

PHED 700 EXTERNSHIP (1) 14026 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 700 EXTERNSHIP (2) 14026 002 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 700 EXTERNSHIP (3) 14026 003 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 788 THESIS (3) 14036 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

PHED 788 THESIS (6) 14039 001 SCHLITZ, J TBA

Reading and Study Skills

RDSS 100 READING & COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS (3) 14088 001 LEAHY, M MW 0800AM 0950AM OLVED 2119

RDSS 100 READING & COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS (3) 14088 002 LEAHY, M TR 1230PM 0145PM OLVED 2119

RDSS 101 ADVANCED READ,STUDY & COMM SKILL (3) 14088 001 LEAHY, M MW 0800AM 0950AM OLVED 2119

Contact the Dive Shop at (804) 270-0700. Students must provide mask, fins, snorkel, weight belt and BC.

Fee required. See fee table in front of book.

Permission of instructor required.
Recreation

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: NK-5 (2) 15230 003 FOX, J TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: NK-5 (2) 15231 002 ROSSI, J R COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: ED (2) 15222 005 GIACOBBI, G T ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: MR (2) 15223 006 JOHNSON, S T ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: BD (1) 15224 007 GIACOBBI, G T ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: NK-5 (2) 15615 010 DOMAIK, L TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: HPE TEACHING (3) 15227 012 STONE, L MWF MAJORS ONLY

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: EX SCIENCE (3) 15228 001 STONE, L MWF MAJORS ONLY

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: ENG (1) 15618 001 CHRISTENBURY, L TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: FOREIGN LANGUAGES (1) 15229 000 SHANNON, M TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: MATH (1) 15230 010 GROSS, E TBA MAJORS ONLY

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: SCIENCE (1) 15231 011 RIEBA, R TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 330 SURVEY OF SPECIAL EDUCATION (3) 15232 001 JOHNSON, S M 0400PM 0640PM OLVED 3109

TEDU 331 HUMAN INTERACTION IN TEACHING (3) 15700 001 STAFF M 0700PM 0940PM OLVED 3109

TEDU 351 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE I (3) 15234 001 DAVIS, R SAME AS ENGL-351

TEDU 352 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE I (3) 15235 002 KARCHMER, R SAME AS ENGL-351

TEDU 353 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE I (3) 15236 001 DAVIS, R SAME AS ENGL-351

TEDU 354 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE I (3) 15237 002 KARCHMER, R SAME AS ENGL-351

TEDU 355 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1) 15238 001 MCLEOD, A TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 356 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1) 15239 000 MCLEOD, A TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 414 CURRICULUM/METHODS FOR YOUNG CHD (4) 15698 002 WHITE, D TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 414 CURRICULUM/METHODS FOR YOUNG CHD (4) 15699 003 WHITE, D TBA COPR-REQ/STUDENTS REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

TEDU 426 TEACHING READING & OTHER LANG ARTS (3) 15242 001 HEUBACH, K TBA WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE ADMISSION TO TEACHER PREP REQUIRED

SPECIAL EDUCATION — LEARNING DISABILITIES

SED 530 LANGUAGE DISABL: ASSESS & TCHNG (3) 14837 001 BOYLE, J W 0700PM 0940PM OLVED 2124

SED 600 CHARACTER OF PERSON W/LEARN DISA (3) 14838 001 GEBERS, L M 0400PM 0640PM OLVED 2122

SED 601 METHODS OF CLINICAL TEACHING (3) 14839 001 BOYLE, J M CONCEPT DEPT ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

SED 700 EXTERNSHIP (3) 14840 001 BOYLE, J TBA GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
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Teacher Education

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM: EARLY MIDDLE ED I (1) 16349 001 RHEA, L TBA 0800AM 0915AM OLVED 4084

TEDU 310 PRACTICUM 2: NK-4, 4-8 (2) 15219 002 RHEA, L TBA 0800AM 0915AM OLVED 4084